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Abstract Gas seeping to the seafloor through structures such as pockmarks may contribute significantly
to the enrichment of atmospheric greenhouse gases and global warming. Gas seeps in the Gulf of Lions,
Western Mediterranean, are cyclical, and pockmark “life” is governed both by sediment accumulation on
the continental margin and Quaternary climate changes. Three-dimensional seismic data, correlated to
multi-proxy analysis of a deep borehole, have shown that these pockmarks are associated with oblique
chimneys. The prograding chimney geometry demonstrates the syn-sedimentary and long-lasting functioning
of the gas seeps. Gas chimneys have reworked chronologically constrained stratigraphic units and have
functioned episodically, with maximum activity around sea level lowstands. Therefore, we argue that one
of the main driving mechanisms responsible for their formation is the variation in hydrostatic pressure
driven by relative sea level changes.

1. Introduction

Defined by King and MacLean [1970] as sub-circular seafloor depressions, pockmarks result from fluid escape
[Hovland et al., 1984] and are commonly associated in depth with a vertical stack of seismic reflection
anomalies, such as changes in amplitude, and positive or negative relief. These anomalies, often referred to as
“chimneys,” are interpreted as representing both a temporal succession of anomalies along the same
migration pathway and a conduit for fluid flow [Hustoft et al., 2007; Moss and Cartwright, 2010].

Despite numerous descriptions of pockmarks worldwide, few studies have focused on the mechanisms
behind pockmark formation and more particularly on the role of climate changes. Several hypotheses and
conceptual models have been proposed by various authors [e.g., Josenhans et al., 1978; Hovland, 1987;
Gay, 2002; Cartwright et al., 2007; Andresen et al., 2008; Cathles et al., 2010; Agirrezabala et al., 2013]. For
example, the formation of pockmarks has been explained by catastrophic eruptions of gas from overpressured
shallow gas pockets [Hovland, 1987], by continuous fluid discharge associated with bottom currents
creating sediment fluidization at the seafloor [Josenhans et al., 1978; Boe et al., 1998], and recently by
subsidence induced by dewatering and degassing of the gas-charged seafloor, perhaps enhanced by the
weight of the carbonate bodies [Agirrezabala et al., 2013]. For 10 years, sea level changes have been suspected
to represent a relevant factor in pockmark formation and fluid seepages [Judd et al., 2002; Rollet et al., 2006;
Lafuerza et al., 2009; Hammer and Webb, 2010; Andresen and Huuse, 2011; Plaza-Faverola et al., 2011; Riboulot
et al., 2013]. Rollet et al. [2006] noticed a relationship between seeps and tidal cycles in which the water column
falls by several meters during ebb tides, reducing total water pressure and generating a difference in interstitial
pore pressure which allows the expulsion of gas. Andresen and Huuse [2011] and Plaza-Faverola et al. [2011]
have confirmed that sea level fall appears to be themost efficient triggermechanism for pockmark formation in
the Lower Congo Basin and the Nyegga region, respectively. Indeed, Lafuerza et al. [2009] and Riboulot et al.
[2013] have proposed that relative sea level falls decrease hydrostatic pressure and thus increase gas
volume in the fluid reservoir, with the formation of gas bubbles subsequently inducing pockmark formation.
However, comprehensive detailed scenarios integrating the roles of sedimentation, near-bottom currents,
chimney geometry, regional stratigraphic organization, and the timing of pockmark formation remain scarce.

The Bourcart/Hérault (B/H) canyon interfluve (Figure 1), in the Gulf of Lions (Western Mediterranean),
provides one of the most complete data sets available with which to tackle pockmark formation, with the
added advantage of a well-constrained chronology [Sierro et al., 2009; Frigola et al., 2012]. The Gulf of Lions is
an outstanding zone to understand the impact of sea level on gas seeps because this passive continental
margin dominated by subsidence and sediment supply fluctuations derived from glacio-eustatic control is a
virtually aseismic zone [Nocquet, 2012]. The presence of deep-rooted normal (listric) faults linked to slow
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movement of Messinian evaporite
deposits affects the deeper sector of
the margin. At the water depth of the
study area and within the observed
sediment ascribed to late Quaternary,
the influence of faulting seems to be
minor [Jouet, 2007]. Five seismo-
stratigraphic sequences (S1 to S5)
defined regionally [Bassetti et al., 2008
and references therein] are bounded
by seismic reflectors Dnn. They are
regional surfaces with an erosional
expression on the shelf (stacked
sequence boundaries and maximum
flooding surfaces) and correlative
conformities corresponding to
maximum flooding surfaces (MFS) on
the continental slope [Jouet, 2007]. On
the slope, the MFS correspond to
condensed sedimentary layers formed
during periods of rising and high sea
level, when sources of terrigeneous
sediment shifted landward. These layers
are characterized by coarse-grained
planktonic foraminifera and other sand-
size particles. It is represented by a thin

veneer of biogenic, fine to medium sand forming a condensed deposit, which extends from the inner shelf
to the upper slope [Bassetti et al., 2008; Sierro et al., 2009; Frigola et al., 2012]. The PROMESS PRGL1 borehole
provides a precise chrono-stratigraphic framework correlated with seismic data [Jouet, 2007; Frigola et al., 2012]
and encompassing the last five stratigraphic sequences of the Late Quaternary. Depositional sequences S4
and S5 (upper part of borehole PRGL1) recording the last two 100 kyr climatic cycles are bounded by D50, D60,
and D70 that represent Marine Isotope Stages (MIS) 7, 5, and 1, respectively (Figure 2). The average sediment
accumulation rate is 0.59mkyr�1 for sequence S5 and 0.35mkyr�1 for sequence S4.

2. Methods

A high-resolution (40–250Hz) 3-D seismic data set was acquired in 2004 over an 8.5 × 1.6 km area of the B/H
canyon interfluve in the Gulf of Lions, surrounding the PROMESS PRGL1 borehole (Figure 1). The seismic
layout and 3-D seismic processing sequence [Thomas et al., 2012] provide a lateral resolution of 10m and a
vertical resolution of 2.5m. Based on this data set, we analyzed (1) the detailed seafloor expression of the
pockmarks, (2) the three-dimensional structure of pockmark chimneys, their link with seismic units, and
their geometry within each seismic unit. Seismic profiles were processed on a work station, with seismic
interpretation and attribute analyses performed using the Kingdom Suite software program. The study of
pockmarks associated with an oblique chimney requires the picking of those reflectors marking the tops of
the features (Figure 3a). In plan view, the picking of each pockmark on these three discontinuities provides
useful information regarding pockmark distribution, which often varies from one sequence to the next
(Figure 3b). To analyze the direction of pockmark migration, the chimney center was picked manually from
the base to the top of the pockmarks for all sequences (S1–S5). Picking was carried out on time slices
extracted from 3-D seismic data as shown in the example presented in Figure 3c. Detailed pockmark analysis
was limited to the two upper sequences [Sierro et al., 2009].

3. Obliquely Migrating Pockmark Distribution

In the B/H canyon interfluve, 138 pockmarks with diameters ranging from 10 to 130m were detected on
the seafloor (Figure 1); all have the same morphology as those first documented in the literature [King and

Figure 1. Map of the Bourcart/Hérault canyon interfluve and pockmark
identification in the data set. (a) The study area is located on the upper
slope of the Gulf of Lions (GOL), in the vicinity of the Bourcart and Hérault
canyons. Present oceanographic circulation is driven by the anticlockwise
Liguro-Provençal or Northern Current [Millot, 1990]. (b) Seafloor dip map
extracted from 3-D seismic data showing pockmark distribution on the
seafloor (location in Figure 1a). P1, P2, P7, and P9=numbered pockmarks.
Lines 1 and 2=HR seismic profiles extracted from the 3-D seismic block
shown in Figures 2 and 3. The red rectangle represents the time slices
detailed in Figure 3c.
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MacLean, 1970]. The pockmarks are mostly circular or oval in shape and have a conical or dish-shaped
vertical section. All pockmarks and paleo-pockmarks disturb the major seismic surfaces D70, D60, and D50
(Figures 2a and 4). In other words, the pockmarks and their associated chimneys show marked segregation
as they are present only within distinct stratigraphic units: 138 within sequence S5 and 168 within S4
(Figure 2). The distribution of pockmarks varies from one sequence to the next (Figures 2 and 4).

Figure 2. Pockmarks are present within distinct stratigraphic units. (a) Strike-oriented seismic line 1 (inline 170) from 3-D seismic data set, located in Figure 1b. Four
maximum flooding surfaces (D70, D60, D50, and D45) are shown marking the highest sea level of the 100 kyr climatic cyclicity [Bassetti et al., 2008; and references
therein], clearly demonstrating that pockmark chimneys end in seismic discontinuities. P1 to P6=pockmark numbers (as in Figure 1b). (b) Relationship between
relative sea level [Waelbroeck et al., 2002] and multi-proxy analysis of PRGL1 [Sierro et al., 2009; Frigola et al., 2012]. Dated seismic reflectors D70, D60, and D50
identified in the Gulf of Lions are superimposed on the relative sea level and δ18O curves and represent Marine Isotope Stages (MIS) 7, 5, and 1.

Figure 3. Evidence for oblique chimneys in the downslope direction. (a) Dip-oriented seismic line 2 from 3-D data set (location in Figure 1). Pockmark chimneys migrate
obliquely with a horizontal offset toward the basin. (b) A pockmark originating in the sedimentary layer above D60 and terminating in D70, affecting the
whole sequence. In detail, the stratigraphic organization shows downlap terminations in the center of the chimney and evidence for prograding stages. The average
chimney dip angle (with respect to the horizontal) of this pockmark is 27°. (c) Time slices (location in Figure 1) revealing the migration of the pockmark center (in red).
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The track of the pockmarks through the sedimentary layers that are not disturbed by faulting was followed
thanks to the obtained 3-D seismic data (Figure 4). Whereas the pockmark chimneys are vertical if observed in
inline sections (Figure 2a), when crossed in the direction of the local slope they appear oblique (Figure 3).
Oblique chimneys originate on a condensed layer, propagate along an entire sequence, and end up below
the following condensed layer. Seismic reflections present downlap terminations within the chimney of
the pockmark, corresponding to sediment progradation during the phase of pockmark development
(Figure 3b). Progradation occurs down the maximum slope angle, e.g., the chimney of pockmark P7 is rooted
in the condensed layer D60, affects the unit S5, and terminates below the condensed layer D70 (Figure 3).

The 138 pockmarks observed within sequence S5 are associated with oblique chimneys with an average dip
angle of 23 ± 4° to the horizontal, while the 168 pockmark chimneys within sequence S4 exhibit an average
dip angle of 43 ± 4°. Thus, pockmark centers migrate sideways in the downslope direction at an angle of
between 22° and 45°. The pockmarks show an excellent linear relationship between horizontal and vertical
migration: on average, pockmarks with the largest vertical extent (V) also exhibit maximum lateral
displacement (H) (Figure 3b). By comparing the two sets of pockmarks in sequences S5 and S4, we can
observe that pockmarks grow vertically with a more oblique trajectory within sequence S5, which is locally
thicker than S4 and has a sediment accumulation rate 1.7 times higher. In plan view, the azimuth of chimney
migrations lies between 158°N and 226°N within S5, and between 160°N and 230°N within S4 (Figure 3c).
Pockmark migration azimuth is thus influenced by local slope, with a deviation of around 20° to the west.

4. Discussion

The segregation of pockmarks and associated chimneys into discrete stratigraphic intervals—the expression
of sea level variations related to 100 kyr Milankovitch climatic cycles—is a key procedure required to address
the issue of their formation. This procedure also demonstrates the role of changes in water column thickness
observed via the hydrostatic pressure response on the gas seeps. However, the latter process can have an
impact only if the fluid contains gas. The ideal environment for the formation of biogenic methane is one
containing areas of rapidly accumulating, fine-grained muddy sediments rich in organic matter [Rice and
Claypool, 1981; Hovland et al., 1993], such as those observed in the study area during sea level falls (Figure 5b).
The sediment accumulated during lowstands is characterized by high organic matter content, with total
organic carbon (TOC) levels likely comparable to those presently measured off the Rhône prodelta [García-
García et al., 2006] (TOC between 1 and 2% wt). Such organic matter concentrations are sufficient to allow
significant biogenic gas generation [Jané et al., 2010], with the TOC concentrations comparable to those
documented in the Congo Basin [Andresen and Huuse, 2011] and in the South China Sea [Sun et al., 2012],
resulting in the widespread formation of pockmarks [Hovland and Judd, 1988]. Although the exact amount of

Figure 4. Pockmark distribution change from one sequence to the next. (a) Isochronmaps of the three reflectors D70, D60, and D50, extracted from 3-D seismic data.
Observation in three dimensions provides a better understanding of pockmark spatial arrangement. (b) Plan view of all the pockmarks observed in the three
reflectors D70, D60, and D50. Pockmarks generally affect only one sequence, although some may affect two or three.
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gas needed to form pockmarks of a given size is not known, biogenically produced methane pools make an
important contribution to pockmark formation, particularly for pockmarks without deeply rooted feeder
systems, as observed in shallow sequences of the Gulf of Lions. Here gas migrated into the condensed
sedimentary layers where it was then stored. Indeed, when draped by less permeable layers, condensed
layers act as good transient fluid reservoirs, as previously seen by Riboulot et al. [2013] in the Niger
submarine delta.

The downlap termination of seismic reflections within chimneys demonstrates the syn-sedimentary evolution
of fluid seepages. The coupled observation of the oblique vertical migration of the chimneys and the
progradation of sediment within pockmarks in the direction of the local slope reveals a long-lasting, syn-
sedimentary process of pockmark growth, characterized by sediment deposition/progradation on the
updip side and erosion on the downdip side. Gas plumes in the water column are laterally deflected in
the direction of the dominant bottom current [Rollet et al., 2006; Leifer and Judd, 2002]. Bottom currents
and gas plumes actively participate in modifying pockmark shape by creating elongated pockmarks
[Dandapath et al., 2010]. These two local factors explain the observed erosion of pockmark downdip sides.
In summary, the oblique pockmark growth reflects a sediment flux from the continental margin following
the local slope, with a western component aligned with the dominant flow direction of the Liguro-Provençal
Current [Millot, 1990]. A few pockmarks have formed over paleo-pockmarks (Figure 4). The chimneys form a
high-permeable zone, analogous to what is known as a “seal bypass system” [Cartwright et al., 2007], in

Figure 5. Comprehensive view of the formation of obliquely migrating pockmarks. (a) Six sketches illustrating the phases of the idealized scenario leading to the
formation of oblique pockmarks under the control of relative sea level changes. See text for details. (b) Sea level variations [Waelbroeck et al., 2002] and sedimenta-
tion rate [Sierro et al., 2009] at site PRGL1 for the last sequence S5 (MIS 5 to MIS 1), together with the timing of pockmark activity phases numbered 1 to 6.
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which fluids and gas can be transported faster than would otherwise be allowed by normal permeability
levels in the sediment pore network. High fluid overpressure opening a hydro fracture through low-permeable
sediments is a common first phase in all of these bypass structures [Arntsen et al., 2007; Cartwright et al., 2007;
Løseth et al., 2009; Rodrigues et al., 2009].

Although the increase in sediment accumulation rate observed between the two sequences studied here is a
cause of overpressure in more porous layers, in most cases the generated overpressure is not sufficient to
induce hydrofracturing in the overburden and initiate focused fluid flow [Talukder, 2012]. Indeed, the role of
sedimentation rate in pockmarkmorphology has been revealed in Belfast Bay where Brothers et al. [2012] found
that the largest pockmarks occur where Holocene sediment is thickest. Seismicity and faulting can cause an
overpressure to initiate gas seeps but, as presented previously, the study area is relatively stable, not disturbed
by faults, and shows very low seismic activity. Other factors such as surface conditions, eustatic sea level,
and ocean bottom water temperatures are also suspected to affect gas seeps [Judd et al., 2002]. Sea level falls
cause a reduction in hydrostatic pore pressure that has an impact on gas solubility, a decrease that can
cause gas exsolution. The exsoluted gas then accumulates in relatively more porous layers interbedded within
less permeable layers [Lafuerza et al., 2009], inducing hydrofracture in the overburden and the creation of
post-sedimentary pockmarks. Sea level fall is the most efficient trigger mechanism for pockmark formation
in the B/H canyon interfluve, as already suggested for the Lower Congo Basin [Andresen and Huuse, 2011] and
the Nyegga region of offshore Norway [Plaza-Faverola et al., 2011]. Such a process is also strongly proposed for
the Niger submarine delta, where Riboulot et al. [2013] have revealed pockmarks to be present only within
distinct stratigraphic sequences. Conversely, the increased pockmark activity recorded during periods of global
sea level falls represents an overlooked mechanism possibly responsible for the injection of large quantities
of gas into the ocean and the atmosphere at the end of glaciations. Judd et al. [2002] have previously argued
that geological sources of gas and reservoirs influence the direction and speed of global climate change
and constrain extremes of climate. However, whether emitted seafloor methane reaches the atmosphere is
debatable. In fact, 10% of gas emissions at the seafloor are lost to dissolution for a typical low-flux bubble
plume [Leifer et al., 2006]. Fluxes of the greenhouse gas methane from marine geological sources to the
atmosphere may be significant, but they are as yet poorly quantified [Solomon et al., 2009]. Dickens [2003]
has proposed that sudden deep ocean warming and subsequent gas hydrate dissociation could result in
large amounts of methane being released into the ocean, thus contributing to atmospheric warming.

5. Conceptual Model of Oblique Pockmark Development

A scenario composed of six phases could explain the origin, evolution, and abandonment of a pockmark related
to 100 kyr sea level changes (Figure 5). When the sea level rises and reaches the highstand (Phase 1), a
condensed sediment unit forms along the slope above the sequence boundary and the underlying prodeltaic
sediments deposited during the previous lowstand. After burial under fine-grained “offshore” clays during sea
level fall resumes, the coarse-grained condensed interval becomes a potential fluid reservoir. Biogenic gases
produced within the underlying prodeltaic sediment layers are accumulated in the condensed section
(Phase 2). During sea level fall, hydrostatic pressure in the fluid reservoir decreases, creating an exsolution of
gas, and pockmarks are created [Lafuerza et al., 2009; Riboulot et al., 2013 and references therein] (Phase 3).
Pockmark evolution then becomes syn-sedimentary. Sediment should fill pockmark depressions, but fluid
seepage hampers the filling. The interaction of fluid seepage and bottom current favors the lateral deflection of
the gas plume in the water column along the dominant current direction [Leifer and Judd, 2002; Rollet et al.,
2006]. This causes differential erosion/deposition on pockmark flanks, with downstream flanks eroded while
sediment progrades fromupstream flanks (Phases 4 and 5). Pockmarkmigration is possible only if fluid seepage
occurs. Finally, when the sea level rises, hydrostatic pressure in the reservoir increases and fluid expulsion
decreases. On the upper slope, the sedimentation rate decreases (condensation) in association with the
landward shift of fluvial outlets. Phase 6 corresponds to pockmark abandonment. The migration of pockmarks
ceases, with sediment filling the pockmarks during the onset of the next sea level fall.

6. Conclusion

The present Gulf of Lions integrated study has provided evidence for hundreds of pockmarks and their
associated oblique chimneys, confined stratigraphically with syn-sedimentary development in association
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with eustatic cycles, with a model of pockmark formation explaining the origin, evolution, and abandonment of
oblique pockmarks. The stratigraphic control on pockmark distribution within sequences is indirect evidence
that fluid seeps function, at least in our study area, in response to glacio-eustatic fluctuations driven by 100kyr
Milankovitch cycles. We suggest that the water column loss occurring during sea level lowstands (ca. 120m
during the last glaciation) enhances massive expulsion of biogenic gas into the ocean, thus may contribute to
atmospheric warming which is dependent on the proportion of methane retained in water column.
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